GOING TO YISH-KA-BIBBLE?
EVERYBODY WILL BE THERE

Entertainment at Huntington Hall Tonight Will Be a Memorable Event in Tech's History—First Act At Eight Sharp

Are we all aboard? Tonight's the big night in the collegiate year. The whole Institute is going to turn out in body to see students, ordinarily sequestered, broadcast, cavort, and cavort across the boards in Huntington Hall. "Yish-Ka-Bibble" is color to be the best undergraduate affair that has ever been pulled off. Are you on the basis of "Yish-Ka-Bibble"? Don't allow yourself to miss the best thing of the year?

If your mind absolutely makes up your mind to do away with "Yish-Ka-Bibble," I shall be only too sorry for you. The undergraduate that is absent when the first curtain goes up will be a marked man and the rest of his career in the Institute. If you are doubtful, once again read this list of the attractions that are to follow:

First: The music number with the very novel opening and the excellent singing that only artists such as are to present the skit could render. This is without doubt the best singing and instrumental act in college circles.

Second: The dancing number, in which there is the grandest little exhibit of the latest dances that has ever been seen in this city since the dancing craze struck town. The men that are to dance are two that are well known to the student body for their ability along this line.

Third: A black face act that will make Bert Williams green with envy. The actors in this number have been before the student body in a different act that was the craze that has been seen before the student body in the Hall of Pains. They are to dance are two that are well known to the student body for their ability along this line.

Fourth: A little skit written for the occasion and dealing with a problem of the Institute which is at present before the student body. The recent alliance with Harvard is meant, of course. Come and see how the excellent cast portrays the troubles of the Tech man who is a suitor for the hand of the daughter of a haughty Back Bay matron. See how he solves his problem by becoming a Harvard man through the alliance and so acceptable to the mate.
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REPORT OF THE UNIFORM CLASS CONSTITUTION COMMITTEE

The committee on a uniform class constitution for the four classes submits the following constitution:

ARTICLE I.
Sec. 1. The office of clerk, as provided for in the 1915 and 1917 constitutions, has been done away with as it was considered unnecessary and the duties of that office shall devolve upon the secretary.

The officers are to serve until the following officers are elected, not for one year. The members of the M. I. T. A. from the classes are placed on the board of directors as provided for in the constitutions of 1915 and 1917.

There is a particular advantage in this being so during the freshman and sophomore years when the questions of class sweaters, numerals, etc., are raised.

ARTICLE VIII.
This article has to do with the duties of the uniform class officers and is self explanatory.

ARTICLE IX.
This article is radically different from anything in the old constitutions. It was the idea of the committee that if greater interest in the office could be aroused the classes would be much better off.

This result can best be brought about by holding the elections of the three upper classes on one day. Voting booths can be established in more than one building so that no one can have an excuse for neglecting the temporary treasurer to appoint men in each Freshman section to collect dues. The three temporary managers can conduct competitions for their respective managerialships.
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FRESHMAN BASEBALL
Candidates To Meet Tuesday in Room B of Union

All candidates for the Freshman Baseball team are requested to meet in Room B of the Union next Tuesday where plans for the coming season will be discussed. It is absolutely necessary that all men who are to try for the team be present; and let it be a large number, too, as the manager wishes to know the grade of team he will have so that a corresponding schedule may be arranged. Practice will be commenced immediately as will be announced at the meeting.

(Continued on Page 4)

GEORGE E. WHITEWELL, '14, chosen for his excellent work which he had done as second assistant. He remained at the head of the Publicity department during both his Sophomore and Junior years. Besides his work for the Tech Show, he has taken an active interest in other Institute activities.

R. A. Fletcher and C. Carpenter have been chosen supreme assistant business managers of the Tech Show.

GEORGE E. WHITWELL, ‘14
WHITWELL CHOSEN ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER OF SHOW

R. A. Fletcher and C. Carpenter Chosen Assistant Business Managers.

George E. Whitwell, '14, has been chosen General Manager of the Tech Show. He has been connected with the management of the show since his Freshman year, when he was Second Assistant Publicity Manager.

In his Sophomore year, Whitwell was in line for the position of First Assistant, but Kinsey Day, who was expected to become Manager of the department, did not return to school. Although the position had previously been filled by Juniors, Whitwell was
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WEATHER

For Boston and Vicinity—Saturday probably snow or rain, followed by clearing; high easterly winds.

CALENDAR

Saturday, March 7, 1914.
10:00—Candidates for Advertising Manager Technology Monthly in lower office of THE TECH.
2:30—Freshman Andover Meet at Andover.
4:00—YISH-KA-BIBBLE—Huntington Hall.